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The nature of water–macromolecule interactions in aqueous Many of these studies have used biopolymers such as agarose
model polymers has been investigated using quantitative measure- and albumin as prototype systems, which reproduce many of
ments of magnetization transfer. Cross-linked polymer gels com- the features of relaxation found in tissue. Unfortunately these
posed of 94% water, 3% N,N*-methylene-bis-acrylamide, and 3% molecules are inherently complex and interpretations of the
functional monomer (acrylamide, methacrylamide, acrylic acid, data are not always straightforward. They are also limited in
methacrylic acid, 2-hydroxyethyl-acrylate, or 2-hydroxyethyl-meth-

terms of what variations of composition can be achieved.acrylate) were studied. Water–macromolecule interactions were
Although water relaxation in solutions of diamagnetic proteinsmodified by varying the pH and specific functional group on the
is relatively well documented, there is a growing realizationmonomer. The magnitudes of the interactions were quantified by
that tissue relaxation cannot be considered a simple sum of themeasuring the rate of proton nuclear spin magnetization exchange
effects of isolated macromolecules (7). Instead the dominantbetween the polymer matrix and the water. This rate was highly

sensitive to the presence of carboxyl side groups on the macromole- relaxation effect comes from supramolecular organization,
cule. However, the dependence of the rate on pH was not consistent such as distinguishes solutions of albumin from their heat-
with simple acid/base-catalyzed chemical exchange, and instead, treated and cross-linked counterparts (3). The mechanism by
the data suggest that multiequilibria proton exchange, a wide distri- which this magnetization transfer occurs, and its dependence
bution in surface group pK values, and/or a macromolecular struc- on the rigidity and composition of the matrix, is not well
tural dependence on pH may play a significant role in magnetization understood. Two competing views have emphasized either the
transfer in polymer systems. These model polymer gels afford useful

role of proton chemical exchange (8, 9) or that of interfacialinsights into the relevance of chemical composition and chemical
solvent protons (‘‘bound water’’) (3) as conduits for spindynamics on relaxation in tissues. q 1998 Academic Press
exchange. We have therefore sought to study simple polymerKey Words: MT; cross-relaxation; relaxation; biopolymers; ex-
systems which show many relaxation and magnetization trans-change.
fer (MT) properties that are similar to biological tissue but
in which aspects of the composition can be controlled.

In a previous study (10) we reported the effects of theINTRODUCTION
degree of cross-linking and matrix rigidity on the efficacy
of MT. In this paper we report the results of studies onThere are several aspects of the details of proton relaxation
similar polymer gels which share many common structuralin biological tissues that are poorly understood, and quantita-
features, but in which the surface groups exposed to solventtive models that could be used to explain biological changes
water and the pH have been independently controlled.are still elusive. A more complete understanding of proton

relaxation in tissue could affect the interpretation of clinical
MR images used every day for radiological diagnosis, could MATERIALS
provide a better comprehension of the use and limitations of
quantitative NMR parameters, and might suggest new meth- NMR studies were performed on polymer gels which were
ods of contrast manipulation. In order to better elucidate the prepared from varying mixtures of comonomers (6% by weight
nature of interactions between macromolecules and water, total monomer: 94% water) which contained different chemical
recent work (1–6) has focused on measurements of magneti- groups. The monomers formed a polymer cross-linked with
zation transfer and the field dispersion of relaxation rates. N,N*-methylene-bis-acrylamide (BIS). The fractional composi-

tion of BIS and monomer was 50:50 (i.e., 3% BIS and 3%
monomer). The resultant polymers contained a variety of sur-1 Also Department of Physics, Yale University.

2 Also MGS Research Inc., P.O. Box 581, Guilford, CT 06437-0581. face groups found in biological materials: amide groups (from
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192 GOCHBERG ET AL.

TABLE 1using acrylamide or methacrylamide as monomers), carboxyl
groups (acrylic acid, methacrylic acid), and esters with an ex-

Putativechanging OH group (2-hydroxyethyl-acrylate, 2-hydroxyethyl-
Comonomer active site X Ymethacrylate). Figure 1 illustrates a section of a polymer show-

ing how BIS forms cross-links between chains of the monomer. Acrylamide NH2 H
Depending on the monomer, the surface groups of the polymer

C|O
w

NH2
will vary, as indicated by X and Y in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The
variation in X changes the putative active site for spin exchange, Methacrylamide NH2 CH3C|O

w

NH2

as indicated in Table 1. The variation in Y controls the presence
of a CH3 spin relaxation sink in the macromolecule.

Acrylic acid HPolymerization was initiated under nitrogen at 507C, using C|O
w

OH

C|O
w

OH
ammonium persulfate and sodium thiosulfate. pH was ad-
justed by soaking the cross-linked polymer in buffer. By Methacrylic acid CH3
manipulating the pH after the gel has been cross-linked, it

C|O
w

OH

C|O
w

OHis hoped that the macromolecular structure does not have a
significant pH dependence. This issue will be addressed un- 2-Hydroxyethyl-acrylate OH H
der Discussion. Details of the gel preparation have been
previously described elsewhere (10) . The measured pH of

C|O
w

O
w

CH2

w

CH2OH

the buffer changed by no more than 0.3 pH unit before and
after soaking the gel. The gel was dried after soaking until
the original weight was regained.

2-Hydroxyethyl-methacrylate OH CH3

METHODS
C|O
w

O
w

CH2

w

CH2OH

The degree and rates of magnetization transfer in the poly-
mers were quantified by measuring the rapid response of the
mobile proton pool to a selective inversion-recovery pulse

Note. The polymer gels are composed of 94% water, 3% BIS, and 3%
comonomer. As the comonomer is varied, X and Y in Fig. 1 change as
indicated above.

sequence. The experimental details of this sequence have
been described previously (11) . The recovery of the mobile
proton pool after inversion is analyzed to quantify the rate
of MT. In the present work, phase cycling and homospoil
gradient pulses were used in conjunction to attenuate the
wiggles superimposed on the biexponential recovery by the
effects of residual transverse magnetization (11) . A 700-
ms inversion pulse was used, which effectively inverted the
mobile proton pool (T2 Ç 100 ms) without affecting the
immobile proton pool (T2 Ç 10 ms) . The response of the
signal from the mobile proton pool to such a sequence was
then analyzed in terms of two compartments coupled by
exchange. The two pools comprise the free, mobile water
protons whose resonance is motionally narrowed, and a sec-
ond proton pool corresponding to macromolecular protons
that are relatively immobile and hence show broad reso-
nances. This model is described in more detail below.

The evolution of the mobile water proton signal (when
there is no applied radiofrequency radiation) is then given
by (12, 13)

FIG. 1. The polymer gels are composed of 94% water, 3% BIS, and 3%
comonomer. As the comonomer is varied, X and Y change as documented in M f ( t)

Mf`

Å b/f exp(0R/
1 t) / b0f exp(0R0

1 t) / 1, [1]
Table 1. An example is given for acrylamide.
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193SIDE GROUPS AND pH IN MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER

where

2R{
1 Å R1f / R1m / kfm / kmf

{
√
(R1f 0 R1m / kfm 0 kmf )2 / 4kfmkmf [2]

b{f Å { SFM f (0) 0 Mf`

Mf`
G(R1f 0 R|

1 )

/ FM f (0)
Mf`

0 Mm(0)
Mm`

GkfmD
R/

1 0 R0
1

. [3]

M f ( t) is the longitudinal magnetization of the mobile pro-
tons at time t , whose equilibrium value is Mf` . R1 f and
R1m are the longitudinal relaxation rates of the mobile and
macromolecular protons when there is no magnetization
transfer between them, and kmf and kfm are the rates of mag-
netization transfer between them. The subscripts f and m
refer to the free solvent and macromolecular ( immobile)
proton pools, respectively. R0

1 is the slow recovery rate,
which is often referred to as the measured value of R1 .
R/

1 is a fast recovery rate. For the case of kmf much greater
FIG. 3. R0

1 vs pH for BIS gels with varied comonomers. The error barsthan all other terms in Eq. [2] , as is commonly found in
as determined from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are toomacromolecular structures, R/

1 É kmf .
small to be visible. No attempt was made to determine the errors resultingSelective inversion-recovery measurements with variable
from sample variation.

delays between the 1807 and 907 pulses were performed to

obtain R/
1 and R0

1 . A least-squares fit gave two rate con-
stants. In addition, R2 was measured for each sample using
a Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill sequence with 1807 pulses
spaced by 4 ms. All measurements were made using a 2-T
GE CSI spectrometer, using a solenoid RF coil of 12.8 mm
inside diameter on samples inside glass culture tubes of 8.5
mm inside diameter.

RESULTS

Figures 2 through 4 give R/
1 , R0

1 , and R2 as a function of
pH for each of the six polymers. The key results are: (1) the
significant dependence of R/

1 on the polymer side group,
especially the presence of carboxyls; (2) the qualitative simi-
larity in the R/

1 and R2 dependencies on chemical composition
and pH; and (3) the smaller and less definite changes in
R0

1 in comparison to the changes in R/
1 and R2 . Each of these

points will be examined under Discussion. In addition, this
section will apply the quantitative model of spin exchange
outlined under Theory to the gels with carboxyl side groups.

THEORY

Mobile protons within a system exhibiting MT may ex-FIG. 2. R/
1 vs pH for BIS gels with varied comonomers. The error bars

come from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix (28) . change spin via protons within the solvent–matrix interface
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194 GOCHBERG ET AL.

is well fit by a biexponential, consistent with a model of
exchange with no intermediate pools. In the present case,
there exists at least one intermediate pool, as illustrated in
Fig. 6, and a theoretical connection to an apparent two-pool
system is needed.

In the absence of RF pulses the dynamics of a spin system
as shown in Fig. 6 are described by coupled differential
equations,

d

dt F M f ( t)
Mi ( t)
Mm( t)

G
Å F0(R1f / kfi ) kif 0

kfi 0(R1i / kif / kim) kmi

0 kim 0(R1m / kmi)
G

1F M f ( t)
Mi ( t)
Mm( t)

G / F R1fMf`

R1iMi`

R1mMm`

G , [4]

where M f ( t ) , Mi ( t) , and Mm ( t) are the instantaneous longi-
tudinal magnetizations, and Mf` , Mi` , and Mm` are propor-FIG. 4. R2 vs pH for BIS gels with varied comonomers. The error bars
tional to the proton fractions p f , pi , and pm, respectively.as determined from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are too

small to be visible. No attempt was made to determine the errors resulting The subscripts f, i, and m refer to the free solvent, intermedi-
from sample variation. ate, and nonexchangeable proton pools, respectively. In gen-

eral, these equations lead to triexponential recovery toward

and via dissociable protons on the matrix. Each of these
intermediate pathways may be represented by several sepa-
rate proton pools, each being described by its own size and
spin exchange rates. Koenig (14), for example, models
bound water as consisting of several separate pools, each
with a different residence time. A general case is illustrated
in Fig. 5. Unfortunately, such models have too many free
parameters to be measured experimentally, and its current
use is for illustrative purposes only. All spin exchange on
the right half of the figure occurs via chemical exchange. All
spin exchange on the left half of the figure occurs via dipole–
dipole interactions. All interactions between different inter-
mediate proton pools are ignored. Note that exchange via
any conduit is assumed to share common features: (1) a
proton diffuses from the free solvent to the macromolecular
interface; (2) the proton is held at the interface either by
being part of a water molecule that binds for some time or
after chemical exchange at a specific site; and (3) the proton
may then exchange spin with an adjacent macromolecular
proton via a dipole–dipole interaction. Because of the parallel
nature of the interactions, a single MT experiment cannot, in
and of itself, distinguish between the different mechanisms.

In this work, the overall effective spin exchange between
the nonexchangeable macromolecular protons and the free

FIG. 5. A model for magnetization transfer in heterogeneous systems.solvent protons is detected. The measured signal recovery
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195SIDE GROUPS AND pH IN MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER

R2 Å R2f /
pi

pf

kif . [9]

This connection between the transverse relaxation rate of
FIG. 6. A model for magnetization transfer with a single, unspecified

the water and the longitudinal rate of MT is due to theirintermediate proton pool.
similar dependencies on the frequency of the dipole–dipole
interaction between the intermediate and macromolecular
proton pools (13) .

equilibrium for all three proton pools. Under certain condi- The effects of any Larmor frequency separations between
tions, however, this system will act like a two-pool system the exchanging sites have been ignored in the above analysis.
with biexponential recovery. If R2i is much larger than the difference in the Larmor fre-

For a small intermediate pool, the effective two-pool spin quencies (as should be the case for our samples) , the effects
exchange rate from pool ‘‘m’’ to pool ‘‘f ’’ is of such frequency separations in a CPMG experiment are

negligible (18) . Previous measurements of similar gels
showed that R2 depended on the CPMG pulse spacing, indi-

kmf,effective Å
pikimkif

pm(kim / kif)
, [5] cating the presence of exchanging proton pools with a

smaller R2 value. Such intermediate proton pools are ignored
in the present analysis of magnetization transfer, since theÅ pikim

pm

, when kim ! kif [6]
motional narrowing which makes R2 small will also make
cross-relaxation inefficient.

The above descriptions of the effects of a macromolecularÅ pikif

pm

, when kif ! kim . [7]
proton pool on longitudinal spin exchange and transverse
spin relaxation can be combined. Any process which changes
pi , kim , and kif only will affect the ratiosThis value of kmf,effective can be derived in two ways: (1) by

equating the total time for spin exchange to the sum of the
intermediate exchange times (13) ; and (2), more rigorously, Dkmf,effective

DR2

Å pf

pm

, when kif ! kim [10]by assuming that d/dtMi ( t) ! kmiMm( t) , kfiM f ( t) and that
R1i ! kif , kim in Eq. [4] .

The effect of magnetization transfer on transverse relax- Å 2
5

pf

pm

, when kim ! kif , [11]
ation is more complicated. Figure 7 depicts this process,
showing that cross-relaxation effects from the dipole–dipole

where Dkmf,effective and DR2 are the changes in the measuredinteraction are ignored. Ignoring mutual spin flips is justified
rates. This result can be used to interpret the changes seenwhen there exist differences in the precession frequencies
in the samples measured here.of the transverse magnetization. A more rigorous analysis

of transverse relaxation in such a spin system may include
DISCUSSIONcross-relaxation terms as applicable to nearly like spins

(15, 16) . Such an analysis, however, goes beyond the cur-
The most striking experimental result is the large depen-rent work.

dence of R/
1 on the precise nature of the side group of theThe macromolecular protons do affect the transverse re-

polymer. Since R/
1 É kmf , this clear dependence of the ratelaxation of the intermediate proton pool and, indirectly, the

of magnetization transfer supports the view that certain sidefree solvent. Assuming that pi ! p f and R2i @ R2 f , there
groups are key conduits for MT in tissue. Specifically, R/

1are two relevant cases. First, when kim ! kif , the observed
is, at physiologic pH, very sensitive to the presence of car-relaxation rate of the solvent proton pool is of the order (13)
boxyl groups, especially when there are also present free
methyl groups that may act as relaxation sinks. Previous
studies (19–21) have focused on the presence of OH groupsR2 Å R2f /

pi

p f

5
2

kim , [8]

where R2 f is the sum of all other relaxation effects on the
intermediate proton pool, including hydrodynamic effects
caused by the macromolecule. Second, when kif ! kim , the
transverse relaxation is exchange rate limited. The resulting

FIG. 7. A model for transverse relaxation.relaxation is (13, 17)
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TABLE 2in lipids, finding a rough proportionality between the OH
Proton Fraction of Monomersgroup surface density and the MT rate (21) . In distinction,

the present work suggests that there may be a strong depen-
Protondence on carboxyl group density in biomolecules, as also

Monomer fraction
suggested elsewhere (14) . (These comparisons between gels
with different structures should be taken as guidelines only.) BIS 0.017

Acrylamide 0.019Note that, in the current work, the R/
1 value of 2-hydroxy-

Methacrylamide 0.022ethyl-acrylate (which has an exchanging OH group) is sig-
Acrylic acid 0.015nificantly less than the carboxyl carrying acrylic acid. Also

COOH group only 0.0038
note that the R/

1 values of acrylamide and methacrylamide Methacrylic acid 0.019
( the amides) increase significantly around 8 pH units. A COOH group only 0.0032

2-Hydroxyethyl-acrylate 0.019similar pH-dependent increase in MT was previously mea-
OH group only 0.0024sured in 100% BIS gels (10) . The R/

1 values of 2-hydroxy-
2-Hydroxyethyl-methacrylate 0.021ethyl-acrylate and 2-hydroxyethyl-methacrylate decrease OH group only

with pH for low pH values before increasing around 8 pH
units. Given the strong MT effect caused by the carboxyl Note. To get the combined fraction of the monomer and BIS, add the

individual proton fractions. (The error resulting from not including eachgroups, and the relatively simple pH dependence of the MT
monomer’s contribution to the total number of protons is negligible.) Waterrate (see Fig. 2) , the remainder of this paper will focus
makes up the remaining proton fraction.primarily on explaining the spin exchange dependencies in

the acrylic acid- and methacrylic acid-based gels.
The simplest explanation for the dependence of R/

1 on
of 0.0038, an acrylic acid proton fraction of 0.015, and ancarboxyl groups is that the exchangeable protons play a vital
acrylic acid plus BIS proton fraction of 0.032 (see Tablerole in magnetization transfer. However, since carboxyl
2) . The maximum measured value of b/f is 0.048, a valuegroups are also hydrophilic (22) , the mechanism by which
corresponding to a kfm /kmf minimum of 0.024. That is, thespin exchange occurs is not certain. What is clear is that it
free water effectively exchanges spins with up to three-quar-is the intact COOH groups, and not the ionized COO0

ters of the acrylic acid plus BIS protons. There are notgroups (as proposed by Koenig (14) in his studies of pro-
enough carboxyl protons to, by themselves, account for theteins) , which are the conduits for magnetization transfer in
measured b/f . Instead, the carboxyls likely act mainly as athe gels studied in this work. This conclusion follows from
conduit, allowing the free water to exchange spin with thethe data in Fig. 2, where R/

1 decreases as the pH, and the
bulk of the macromolecule.COO0 population, increases.

A second noteworthy result is the qualitative similarity ofThe presence of carboxyl groups greatly enhances the spin
the R/

1 and R2 curves. That is, R/
1 and R2 have roughlyexchange rate. However, modeling this increase in terms of

similar dependencies on chemical composition and chemicala simple exchange between the free water and the carboxyl
dynamics as manipulated by changes in monomer and pH.protons is inadequate for explaining the measured results.
(Such a similarity in the pH dependencies was also seen byThis fact can be seen by considering the amplitude of the
Kucharczyk et al. (20) in 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidyl-fast decay component, b/f , in the limit of large kmf . Keeping
choline linked with either cholesterol or galactocerebroside.only first-order terms in R1f /kmf , R1m/kmf , and kfm /kmf in Eq.
Note that this study, like the present work, saw an increase[3] gives
in MT at acidic pH values.) These similar dependencies
are consistent with previous observations of the likeness in

b/f Å FM f (0)
Mf`

0 Mm(0)
Mm`

G kfm

kmf

, contrast seen in MT and T2-weighted images (23) . For the
six polymers, all significant changes with respect to changes
in pH obey 8 ° DR/

1 /DR2 ° 12. If kim ! kif , this result is
which has magnitude equal to 2kfm /kmf when the free water consistent with a three-pool model with macromolecular and
pool is perfectly inverted with complete selectivity. Since free solvent pool sizes equal to the corresponding number

of protons, as determined by chemical composition (see Eqs.
[10] and [11] and Table 2).kfm

kmf

Å Mm`

Mf`

Å pm

p f

,
The trends for R0

1 are less clear. The most noteworthy
result is the increase in the R0

1 of polymers with carboxyls
the ratio of the proton fractions dictates the maximum possi- and the decrease in R/

1 with increasing pH value. Such a
result is consistent with fast exchange (relative to the differ-ble value of b/f . In the acrylic acid/BIS polymer, the chemi-

cal composition corresponds to a carboxyl proton fraction ence in R1 values) between the free solvent and a macromol-
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197SIDE GROUPS AND pH IN MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER

ecule with a small R1 value. The macromolecular R1 value cannot account for a linear dependence on pH over 6 pH
units, as seen in Fig. 2. A remarkably similar linear depen-depends on the structural details of the polymer and therefore

this result may be quite different than what would occur in dence has been measured previously in aqueous macromo-
lecular suspensions of polysine (21) , which has a carboxyltissue.

In order to make a more quantitative analysis of the data, side group. The spin exchange rate from the free water to
the macromolecule was measured via a saturation transferassumptions about the dependence of the intermediate pro-

ton pool on pH need to be made. The simplest model allows experiment. The data from that study indicate a roughly
linear dependence on pH between 4.3 and 9.5 pH units,for acid/base-catalyzed chemical exchange (as described by

Eq. [12]) and no change in the bound water or macromolec- qualitatively similar to the acrylic acid curve in Fig. 2. Yet
another example of the inability of acid/base-catalyzedular structure as a function of pH. This constancy in bound

water and macromolecular structure simplifies the analysis, chemical exchange to account for MT data is seen in water–
ethanol solutions, where the measured exchange rates varybut may limit its applicability. This point will be examined

below. logarithmically with pH and, therefore, cannot account for
the measured MT rates seen in egg phosphatidylcholine:cho-Following the work of Liepinsh and Otting (9) , the chem-

ical exchange rate is given by lesterol bilayers (21, 25) . This difference between the ex-
change rates in solutions vs polymers is not surprising, given
the restricted geometries and bulk surface charge characteris-

kif }
[H/]

1 / 1015.70pK
/ [OH0]

1 / 10pK015.7 , [12] tics of polymers.
There are at least three possible explanations for the linear

dependence on pH. First, the association constant for a givenwhere pK refers to the exchanging chemical side group,
site may be dependent on the level of protonation of theand the brackets indicate concentration. Using standard
other sites on the same macromolecule. The value of kif isresults (24 ) ,
no longer expressed by Eq. [12], but is instead, in general,
a function of pH and n association constants, where n equals[H/] Å 100pH , [13]
the number of exchangeable sites on the macromolecule

[OH0] Å 10014/pH , [14] (26) . In such a situation, the occupancy of any one site is
no longer independent of other sites, as chemical affinity is

pi }
1

1 / 10pH0pK . [15] affected by long-range electrostatic effects. An analysis in
terms of such multiequilibria constants is beyond the scope
of the present work. A second possibility, suggested by a

In order to account for the measured R/
1 É kmf,effective in reviewer, is that there is a significant distribution of pK

all regimes (see Eq. [6]) , a knowledge of kim as a function values, thereby giving the linear dependence. Extending Eqs.
of kif is necessary. The rigid linewidth of the macromolecular [12] and [16] to the case of many pK values greatly compli-
pool is an upper limit for kim , since this linewidth is the cates the data analysis and is beyond the scope of this paper.
maximum rate for spin flips and, therefore, is the largest A third possibility, suggested by both reviewers, is that the
possible cross-relaxation rate. A second upper limit can be morphology of the macromolecule is a (complicated) func-
found by assuming that the chemical exchange rate kif dic- tion of pH. Such a structural change may affect the relaxation
tates the correlation time of the dipole–dipole interaction. within the macromolecule and the access of free water to
If so, then (13) spin exchanging sites. The pH of the gel was manipulated

after cross-linking occurred in an attempt to minimize this
effect; however, the degree to which changes do occur iskim }

1
kif
S1 0 6

1 / 4v 2
0k02

if
D . [16]

unknown. All three of these explanations are consistent with
previous studies which indicate that the exchangeable proton

The smaller of these two upper limits dictates kim . population of macromolecules is sometimes roughly linear
Substituting Eqs. [12] through [16] into Eq. [5] gives with pH, such as in the case of polymethacrylic acid

R/
1 É kmf,effective as a function of pH and the pK value of the (26, 27) . An independent measure of COOH protonation

exchanging group. That such an analysis cannot account for may help to determine the molecular mechanisms involved
the current data is evident by looking (in Fig. 2) at the in the measured spin exchange rate.

The effect of pH changes on the amount of water associ-roughly linear R/
1 dependence of the carboxyls (acrylic acid

and methacrylic acid) on pH. pH enters Eqs. [12] through ated with a macromolecule is more complicated, and is be-
yond the scope of the present work. The amount of bound[16] in logarithmic fashion. Therefore, on a linear exchange

rate scale, any significant change should occur in 1 or 2 pH water is influenced by the electrical state of the macromole-
cule. To the degree to which bound water is influenced byunits. Regardless of the pK value, Eqs. [12] through [16]
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